
Klein Tools 32308 8-in-1 Multi-Bit
Adjustable Length Stubby Screwdriver

Klein Tools 32308 8-in-1 Multi-Bit Adjustable Length
Stubby Screwdriver
Klein Tools’ Adjustable Length Screwdrivers function both as multi-bit
screwdrivers and impact driver attachments. With these screwdrivers, there is
no need to run back to your tool bag. Industrial-strength bits are conveniently
housed in the handle. Simply adjust the length of the blades to allow for
easier access or remove to use with an impact driver. Powerful rare earth
magnets secure bits and fasteners while the Cushion-Grip handle provides
outstanding comfort and control.

Multi-bit stubby screwdriver includes 7 different screwdriver bits and a
1/4-Inch nut driver
Compact driver reaches easily into tight spots
Industrial-strength bits that are conveniently housed in the handle
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Adjust the length of the blade for easier access
Impact rated blade can be removed for use as an impact driver attachment
Stainless steel bit holder contains powerful Rare-Earth magnets for
securing bits and fasteners
Cushion-Grip handle for maximum comfort</li>

Klein Tools 32307 27-in-1 Multi-Bit
Tamperproof Screwdriver

Klein Tools 32307 27-in-1 Multi-Bit Tamperproof
Screwdriver
Klein Tools’ Multi-bit Screwdrivers help make your job a little easier. The 27-
in-1 Tamperproof Screwdriver offers 26 specialty bits conveniently stored right
in the handle and an integrated 1/4-Inch nut driver. Powerful Rare-Earth
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magnets in the barrel secure the bits and fasteners. This screwdriver features
industrial-strength bits as well as Cushion-Grip handles for outstanding
comfort and control.

Multi-Bit screwdriver features convenient on-board storage of 26 different
tamperproof bits and a 1/4-Inch nut driver
Barrel contains powerful Rare-Earth magnets for securing bits and fasteners
Industrial-strength, double-sided bits that are conveniently housed in the
handle eliminating the need for a bulky bit block
Stainless steel barrel provides great impact and wear resistance
Cushion-Grip handle for maximum comfort
Includes the following tamper-proof bits: Torx, TORQ-SET, Hex, and Spanner
TORQ-SET is a registered trademark of Phillips Screw Co; TORX is a
registered trademark of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC

Klein Tools 32305 15-in-1 Multi-Bit
Ratcheting Screwdriver
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Klein Tools 32305 15-in-1 Multi-Bit Ratcheting
Screwdriver
Klein Tools’ Multi-Bit Screwdrivers help make your job a little easier. The 15-
in-1 Ratcheting Screwdriver’s durable ratcheting mechanism allows for faster
and easier all-day driving. With the on-board storage of 14 common bits and a
1/4-Inch nut driver, this is your new everyday screwdriver. This screwdriver
features industrial-strength bits as well as Cushion-Grip handles for
outstanding comfort and control.

Multi-Bit screwdriver features a durable ratcheting mechanism for faster
and easier all-day driving
On-board storage of 14 different double-sided screwdriver bits and a 1/4-
Inch nut driver
Industrial-strength bits that are conveniently housed in the handle
Collar sets ratchet direction at forward, fixed and reverse
Cushion-Grip handle for great torque and maximum comfort
Includes Phillips (#0, #1, #2, #3), Slotted (3/16-Inch, 1/4-Inch), Square
(#1, #2), Torx (T10, T15, T20, T25), and Combo (#1, #2) bits
TORX is a registered trademark of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC



Klein Tools 32303 14-in-1 Multi-Bit
Adjustable Length Screwdriver

Klein Tools 32303 14-in-1 Multi-Bit Adjustable Length
Screwdriver
Klein Tools’ Adjustable Length Screwdrivers function both as multi-bit
screwdrivers and impact driver attachments. With these screwdrivers, there is
no need to run back to your tool bag. Industrial-strength bits are conveniently
housed in the handle. Simply adjust the length of the blades to allow for
easier access or remove to use with an impact driver. Powerful rare earth
magnets secure bits and fasteners while the Cushion-Grip handle provides
outstanding comfort and control.

Multi-bit screwdriver includes 13 different screwdriver bits and a 1/4-Inch
nut driver
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Industrial-strength bits that are conveniently housed in the handle
Adjust the length of the blade for easier access
Impact rated blade can be removed for use as an impact driver attachment
Stainless steel bit holder contains powerful Rare-Earth magnet for securing
bits and fasteners
Cushion-Grip handle for maximum comfort
Rare-Earth magnets for securing bits and fasteners

Klein Tools VDV826-605 UR IDC
Connectors UR 19-26 AWG

Klein Tools VDV826-605 UR IDC Connectors UR 19-26 AWG
Klein’s insulation displacement connectors are professional-grade and deliver
consistent, reliable performance. Our thick 50-Micro-Inch gold plating on
contacts prevent erosion and extended connector life. The plug is housed in a
durable resin. Expect a sure connection each and every time.

3-wire insulation displacement connector to add or terminate a telephone
line
Gel-filled for moisture resistance
Works on 19-26 AWG
Thick 50 mico-inch gold plating on all contact surfaces

Klein Tools VDV826-604 UY IDC
Connectors UY 22-26 AWG, 25-Pack

Klein Tools VDV826-604 UY IDC Connectors UY 22-26
AWG, 25-Pack
Klein’s insulation displacement connectors are professional-grade and deliver
consistent, reliable performance. Our thick 50-Micro-Inch gold plating on
contacts prevent corrosion and extended connector life. The plug is housed in a
durable resin. Expect a sure connection each and every time.
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2-wire insulation displacement conector to add or terminate a telephone
line
Gel-filled for moisture resistance
Cable type 22-26 AWG
50-micro-inch gold plating prevents corrosion and extends connector life

Klein Tools VDV526-200 LAN Scout Jr. 2
Cable Tester

Klein Tools VDV526-200 LAN Scout Jr. 2 Cable Tester
The LAN Scout Jr. 2 Cable Tester tests installed or loose data (CAT 5e, CAT
6/6A) cables terminated with RJ45 connectors. It also, tones cables with
multiple tone frequencies. The larger display is backlit for easier reading in
low lit areas. This model uses 2 x AAA batteries (included). Three buttons
provide an intuitive user interface.

Cable tester for data (RJ45) terminated cables and patch cords
Large backlit LCD for low lit areas displays pin to pin wiremap results
Test for Open, Short, Miswire or Split-Pair faults, Cross-over and Shield
Intuitive user interface features three buttons with simple, easy-to-
identify test responses
Tone on single wire, wire pair or all 8 conductor wires
Multiple style tone generator (solid / warble); requires probe Cat. No.
VDV500-123 (sold separately)
Auto Power-Off feature; 10-minutes in test mode, 60-minutes in tone mode
Soft, slip-resistant, rugged overmold for easy gripping and durability
Replaceable 2 x AAA batteries (included)
Replaceable self-storing remote (included)

Klein Tools VDV526-100 Network Cable
Tester, LAN Explorer Data Cable Tester
with Remote
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Klein Tools VDV526-100 Network Cable Tester, LAN
Explorer Data Cable Tester with Remote
This simple, compact data cable tester for RJ11, RJ12 and RJ45 terminated voice
and data cables for Miswires, Open-Faults, Short-Faults and Shield. Instant LED
responses indicate cable status. The test remote stores securely in the tester
body. The Auto Power-Off feature shuts the tester down automatically to save
the 9V battery (included).

Cable tester with single button testing of RJ11, RJ12 and RJ45 terminated
voice and data cables
Tests CAT3, CAT5e and CAT6/6A cables
Fast LED responses indicate cable status (Pass, Miswire, Open-Fault, Short-
Fault, and Shield)
Test remote stores securely in tester body
Compact tester easily fits in your pocket
Auto Power-off feature to conserve battery life (9V included)
Low battery indicator
Replacement remote (VDV999-150) available (sold separately)

Klein Tools VDV501-853 Scout Pro 3
Tester with Test + Map Remote Kit

Klein Tools VDV501-853 Scout Pro 3 Tester with Test +
Map Remote Kit
The Scout Pro 3 Tester with Test + Map Remote Kit is a versatile cable tester
that locates and tests voice, data and video cables. Use the self-storing
remote and Test + Map remotes #2 – #6 for fast, accurate identification.
Identify POE, POE+, A wiring, B wiring and voltage. This tester also measures
cable length. This kit verifies accurate cable installations each time. Backlit
display assists in reading results in lower light.

Tests voice (RJ11/12), data (RJ45) and video (F-connector) coax connections
Detect, identify and test Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Wiremap testing, testing for Miswires, Split Pairs, Short Faults, Open
Faults, and Shield
Measures cable length up to 2000 feet
Trace cables, wire pairs and individual conductor wires with a multi-style
tone generator (requires analog probe Cat. No. VDV500-123; sold separately)
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Includes 1 self-storing Test+Map remote (#1), 5 Test+Map remotes (#2-6), 7
female-to-female, 7 male-to-female coax barrel adapters, 7 RJ45 jumper
cables (6-Inch), 2 RJ11, 2 RJ12 jumper cables (6-Inch)
Includes a 9V battery and convenient carrying case
Hub blink mode to identify port location on a hub or a switch
1 dockable smart remote, 5 loose smart remotes plus 7 female-to-female and
7 male-to-female coax adapters
Backlit LCD screen displays cable length, wiremap, cable ID and test
results

Klein Tools VDV501-852 Scout Pro 3
Tester with Locator Remote Kit

Klein Tools VDV501-852 Scout Pro 3 Tester with
Locator Remote Kit
The Scout Pro 3 Tester with Locator Remote Kit is a versatile cable tester that
locates and tests voice, data and video cables. Identify multiple cable runs
with 18 location mapping remotes (included). Test for Power over Ethernet (PoE)
and measure cable length. This kit verifies accurate cable installations each
time. Backlit display assists in reading results in lower light.

Cable tester for voice (RJ11/12), data (RJ45) and video (F-connector) coax
connections
Self-storing Test + Map Remote (#1) tests, maps and IDs a cable run in a
single step
Power over Ethernet Tester that displays PoE wire and Voltage
Trace cables, wire pairs and individual conductor wires with a tone
generator (requires analog probe Cat. No. VDV500-123; sold separately)
Measures cable length up to 2,000 feet (610 m)
Identify multiple cable runs with location-mapping remotes Identify
Kit includes 18 RJ45 LAN locator remotes, 18 F-coax locator remotes, 2
female-to-female coax barrel adaptors, 2 RJ45, RJ11 and RJ12 jumper cables
(6-Inch), carrying case and 9V battery
Detect, identify and test Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Backlit LCD screen displays cable length, wiremap, cable ID and test
results
Hub blink mode to identify port location on a hub or a switch
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Klein Tools VDV501-851 Cable Tester Kit
with Scout Pro 3 Tester, Remotes,
Adapter, Battery

Klein Tools VDV501-851 Cable Tester Kit with Scout
Pro 3 Tester, Remotes, Adapter, Battery
The Scout Pro 3 Tester Starter Kit is a versatile cable tester that locates and
tests voice, data and video cables. Identify multiple cable runs with included
location mapping remotes. This kit verifies accurate cable installations each
time. Backlit display assists in reading results in lower light.

Cable tester tests voice (RJ11/12), data (RJ45) and video (coax F-
connector) terminated cables with clearly defined results
Measure cable length up to 2000 feet (610 m)
Test for Open, Short, Miswire or Split-Pair faults
Backlit LCD screen displays cable length, wiremap, cable ID and test
results
Trace cables, wire pairs and individual conductor wires with multiple style
tone generator (requires analog probe Cat. No. VDV500-123; sold separately)
Hub blink mode to identify port location on a hub or a switch
LanMap and CoaxMap Location Remotes (5 each) map and ID multiple cable runs
in a single step
Includes voltage warning, shield detection, low battery indicator, a self-
storing remote, and auto power off feature to conserve battery life (9V
included)
Auto Power-off feature to conserve battery life (9V included)
Kit includes: Scout Pro 3 Tester, (1) self-storing remote, (5) LanMap RJ45
locator remotes, (5) CoaxMap F-connector locator remotes, (1) coax F-
connector, manual and 9V battery

Klein Tools VDV427-300 Impact Punchdown
Tool, 66/110 Blade
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Klein Tools VDV427-300 Impact Punchdown Tool, 66/110
Blade
Premium performance, impact punchdown tool provides precise, reliable
connections every time. Use to punch data cables into 66/110 panels and blocks.
Terminate and cut wire in one step with the MIM (metal injection molding)
precision ground combination 66/110 blade. The tool features the traditional
punchdown-style form with a cushioned, non-slip handle.

Punchdown tool terminates and cuts wires in CAT3, CAT5e and CAT6/6A cable
in one step
Punch cables into 66/110 panels and blocks
Metal injection molding (MIM) blade for durability (included)
Traditional punchdown style with cushioned handle for comfort with non-slip
grip
Provides precise, reliable connections every time
Spring loaded for fast, low effort seating and terminating
Selectable (Hi/Low) impact-force setting lever
Includes a pick and spudger with wave washer to help keep desired position
Bayonet style (twist and lock) socket accepts most manufacturers’ blades
Extended reach blade (Cat. No. VDV427-110) for working on active panels
with pre-existing connections (sold separately)

Klein Tools VDV427-110 Extended Reach
Blade for Impact Punchdown Tool

Klein Tools VDV427-110 Extended Reach Blade for
Impact Punchdown Tool
For use with Klein’s Impact Punchdown Tool (VDV427-300), this replacement blade
is used to punch data cables into 110 panels and blocks. Terminate and cut
wires in one step with MIM (metal injection molding) precision blade. The
extended length is great for working in tight spaces around active blocks with
pre-existing connections. Easy blade insertion with bayonet-style (twist &
lock) form factor.

Used to punch cables into 110 panels and blocks in tight spaces
Terminate and cut wires in one step with MIM (metal injection molding)
precision blade
Works with Klein’s Impact Punchdown Tool (VDV427-300)
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Extended length great for working on active panels with pre-existing
connections
Easy blade insertion with bayonet-style (twist & lock) form factor
Metal injection molding (MIM) blade for durability
Compatible with most bayonet style (twist & lock) socket punchdown tools

Klein Tools VDV427-104 Dura-Blade
66/110 Cut Punchdown Blade

Klein Tools VDV427-104 Dura-Blade 66/110 Cut
Punchdown Blade
Dura-Blade 66/110 Cut Combination Punchdown Blade is designed for durability
and performance. One blade terminates and cuts on both 66 and110 panels.
Compatible with most twist and lock style punchdown tools.

Dura-Blade is manufactured using metal injecting molding (MIM) technology
for better quality, durability and performance
Precise cutting-edge for clean, accurate wire insertion, termination and
trimming
Dual 66 and 110 cut and terminate ends for versatility
Easy blade insertion with bayonet-style (twist & lock) form factor
Compatible with most bayonet style (twist & lock) socket punchdown tools
See our Cushion-Grip Impact Punchdown Tool Kit (VDV427-822) for everything
required to install and maintain 66 and 110 panels, cross-connect systems
and wall jacks

Klein Tools VDV327-103 Wire Pick

Klein Tools VDV327-103 Wire Pick
Klein Tools’ voice/data/video wire pick enables manipulation of wires at busy
blocks and panels. Grab wires or clean out debris in confined spaces with ease.
No more messy blocks or panels.

Pick wire and insulation debris left in terminals
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Pull, manipulate or trace wires
Pull bridge clips from 66 blocks
Push wires into position
Pry open covers
Non-conductive body material prevents shorts when pulling wire
Includes a metal hook end and non-conductive spudger end
See our Cushion-Grip Impact Punchdown Tool Kit (VDV427-822) for everything
required to install and maintain 110 and 66 panels, cross-connect systems
and wall jacks

Klein Tools VDV226-107 Ratcheting Data
Cable Crimper / Stripper / Cutter

Klein Tools VDV226-107 Ratcheting Data Cable Crimper
/ Stripper / Cutter
The Compact Ratcheting Modular Crimper/Stripper/Cutter provides fast, reliable
connector termination for voice and data applications. This all-in-one tool,
cuts, strips, and crimps CAT6, CAT5e, CAT3 and flat-satin voice cables. Its
direct lateral crimp action provides more even, precise contact termination
across all pins than ordinary indirect crimp tools. A compact, ergonomic design
provides easy usage and storage.

Wire Stripper, Wire Crimper, Wire Cutter for CAT3, CAT5e, CAT6 and flat-
satin voice cable
Crimps RJ45 and RJ11/12 modular connectors
Full-cycle ratchet mechanism ensures complete connector termination
Compact, ergonomic design for natural, single-hand operation
Direct lateral crimp action provides more even, precise contact termination
across all pins
Quick reference connector wiring diagrams provided on the tool
Not for use with AMP connectors
AMP is a registered trademark of TYCO, Inc.
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Klein Tools VDV211-100 Extended Reach
Multi-Connector Compression Crimper

Klein Tools VDV211-100 Extended Reach Multi-Connector
Compression Crimper
The Extended Reach Coax Crimper is designed with an elongated neck specifically
for work in confined spaces and for short cable installations. This versatile
tool easily crimps compression F, BNC and RCA connectors with an adjustable
universal plunger and on-tool markings. The open-channel design makes it easy
to insert all connector head styles. Klein Tools also offers Universal Sleeve
connectors that are 5x faster to install–they fit all diameter variations
within a cable series and even fit difficult to work with multi-shield and
plenum cables.

Optimized for confined-space and short cable installation and repair
Crimps F, BNC and RCA compression connectors onto RG59, RG6 and RG6Q
coaxial cables
Made of stamped steel for added durability
Adjustable extended length universal plunger ensures optimized crimping on
multiple types of connectors
Open-channel design for easy insertion of all connector head styles
Integrated leverage point to assist F-connector installation
Connector markings and mm scale are lasered into tool for consistent
crimping

Klein Tools VDV200-010 Ratcheting
Crimper Frame

Klein Tools VDV200-010 Ratcheting Crimper Frame
Klein Tools’professional CATV, Electrical, Home Theater, Satellite and Security
System ratcheting crimper frame with optional dies is perfect for fast,
reliable connector installations.Full-cycle ratchet action assures a complete,
precise crimp every cycle.It has a preset tension for optimum performance.

Ratchet mechanism is designed to prevent the release of the connector prior
to full compression
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Safety crimp release helps eliminate rejected terminations due to incorrect
positioning
Steel body with black-oxide finish for corrosion resistance and durability
Yellow and black grips enhance comfort, visibility, and allow quick
identification
Thumb-screws secure die-sets for quick, easy changes
Optional replacement thumb and Phillips screw set (VDV999-033) also
available
VDV211-038 (RG 58/59/62);VDV205-039 (Pin Terminal Insulated or Non-
Insulated Ferrule AW12-22); VDV201-040 (RG58/59/62/174 Fiber Optic);
VDV211-041 (RG58/59/62/6); VDV201-042 (RG174/179/Belden 8218 and Fiber
Optic); VDV211-043 (RG8/11/174/179/213);
VDV205-044 (Non-Insulated Terminal AWG8-18)
Optional, quick interchangeable die sets available
Optional die sets available: VDV212-034 (CATV F-Connector RG59/6);
VDV205-035 (Insulated Terminal AWG10-22); VDV205-036 (Non-Insulated
Terminal or Open Barrel Terminal AWG10-20); VDV211-037 (RG6/58/59/62);


